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ABSTRACT Interactions between membrane bilayers and peptides/proteins are ubiquitous throughout a cell. To determine
the structure of membrane bilayers and the associated peptides/proteins, model systems such as supported lipid bilayers are
often used. It has been difﬁcult to directly investigate the interactions between a single membrane bilayer and peptides/proteins
without exogenous labeling. In this work we demonstrate that sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy can be
employed to study the interactions between peptides/proteins and a single lipid bilayer in real time, in situ, and without exoge-
nous labeling. Using melittin and a dipalmitoyl phosphatidylglycerol bilayer as a model system, we monitored the C-H and C-D
stretching signals from isotopically symmetric or asymmetric dipalmitoyl phosphatidylglycerol bilayers during their interaction
with melittin. It has been found that the extent and kinetics of bilayer perturbation induced by melittin are very sensitive to
melittin concentration. Such concentration dependence is correlated to melittin’s mode of action. Melittin is found to function via
the early and late stage of the carpet model at low and high concentrations, respectively, whereas the toroidal model is probable
at intermediate concentrations. This research illustrates the potential of sum frequency generation as a biophysical technique
to monitor individual leaﬂet structure of lipid bilayers in real time during their interactions with biomolecules.
INTRODUCTION
Interactions between a membrane bilayer and proteins/peptides
are ubiquitous throughout a cell. Encoded by its sequence,
every protein/peptide is designed to interact with membrane
bilayers in a speciﬁc manner. For example, cytosolic proteins
interact very weakly with, or even repel, the bilayer whereas
peripheral or integral membrane proteins associate tightly
with lipid bilayers (1,2). There are also peptides such as
antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) that are designed to interact
so strongly with certain types of membrane bilayers that they
can disrupt the bilayers and disable their barrier function
(3,4). Besides naturally occurring biomolecules, an increasing
number of drug molecules are designed to target receptors on
cell membranes or membranes themselves (or at least need
to be transported across a membrane bilayer) (5,6). It is of
fundamental importance to gain a molecular understanding of
how membrane lipid bilayers behave during such interactions.
One intrinsic difﬁculty involved in studying such interac-
tions is the extreme sensitivity required for a biophysical/
analytical technique to follow the interactions at a molecular
level in real time. Biochemical properties of peptides/proteins
(e.g., adsorption/desorption coefﬁcients, secondary struc-
tures, etc.) and lipid bilayers (e.g., hydrophobic tail orien-
tation, phase information, etc.) can be obtained in carefully
designed bulk experiments using liposomes or bicelles. Signals
from biomolecules in solution may dominate over the in-
terfacial signals of interest in such studies. Aligned multi-
bilayers can solve these issues, but a possible drawback for
aligned multibilayers is that peptides/proteins can access bi-
layers from both sides, whereas for real cells these peptides/
proteins usually have access to only one side of a bilayer
(e.g., the extracellular side or cytoplasmic side). There are
several surface-sensitive techniques that can be employed in
monitoring biomolecule adsorption onto a lipid bilayer, such
as quartz crystal microbalance, calorimetry, surface plasmon
resonance (SPR), etc. However, little structural insight can
be directly obtained from these techniques. Additionally, few
structure-determination techniques provide lipid-biomolecule
interaction kinetics information. Recently, sum frequency
generation (SFG) has been demonstrated to be a powerful
tool to investigate structure and orientation of various bio-
molecules such as lipids (7–14) and proteins (15–27). In this
study we will demonstrate that interactions between a bilayer
and biomolecules can be monitored by SFG without any
exogenous labeling in real time in situ. SFG can offer novel
and complementary information because the signals in-
volved are vibrational spectra, which are determined by the
fundamental molecular structure of interfacial species. In
addition SFG, as a second-order nonlinear laser spectroscopy
technique, is intrinsically surface sensitive and can single out
chemical and structural information from only the interfacial
molecules against the overwhelming bulk contribution (28).
The interactions between a single lipid bilayer and bee
venom peptide melittin will be investigated as an example.
Melittin is among the best studied membrane-active pep-
tides (29–32). It is composed of 26 amino acid residues. The
ﬁrst 20 residues in the N-terminus are mostly neutral and
hydrophobic, with only one charged lysine at position seven,
whereas the C-terminus is highly charged, with two lysine
residues, two arginine residues, and the C-terminus ami-
dated. Crystal structure of melittin has been solved (32,33).
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NMR structures of melittin reconstituted in various environ-
ments have also been obtained (34–37). In addition, other bio-
physical techniques such as neutron reﬂection (38), circular
dichroism (39), ﬂuorescence spectroscopy (40), attenuated to-
tal reﬂectance-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-
FTIR) (41), and second harmonic generation (42), etc. have
been applied to study the interactions between melittin and
lipid bilayers. Melittin adopts a disordered structure in
aqueous solution with low ion strength and converts to an
a-helical structure upon association with lipid bilayers. Due
to the proline 15 residue, the helix has a kink in the middle
and the bend angle caused by this kink has been found to be
dependent on the environment (35,36). As with many other
cationic AMPs, it is generally believed that melittin can de-
stabilize cell membranes by associating with membrane lipid
bilayers and form membrane-peptide complexes after a
threshold surface concentration of melittin is reached. How-
ever as is the case for many other cationic AMPs, the exact
mode of action (e.g., how peptides associate with lipids and
what complex structures they form) for melittin remains
controversial (3,4). Different models have been proposed
such as carpet-like, detergent-like, and formation of toroidal
or barrel-stave pores inside the bilayer matrix, with research
results supporting each of them (38,43–47).
The SFG technique has been extensively discussed (48–
56). A series of recent publications from the Conboy group
and several other groups demonstrates the advantages of
SFG for lipid-bilayer studies (7–12). SFG allows the label-
free determination of lipid ﬂip-ﬂop rate; and the results that
phosphatidylcholines with dimyristoyl or dipalmitoyl acyl
chains ﬂip-ﬂop rapidly under room temperature and body
temperature attest to the molecular insights obtainable from
this new technique. A brief introduction is given in the Sup-
plementary Material about how SFG signals from the methyl
groups can be related to their orientation, because bilayer
structural perturbation deduced based on methyl symmetric
stretching intensity will be extensively utilized in our anal-
ysis. An understanding of how the lipid acyl chain terminal
methyl symmetric stretching mode intensity is modulated
by the methyl group number density, molecular orientation,
and orientation distribution is vital in the interpretation and
understanding of many of the results presented below.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Melittin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), with a minimum
concentration of 85% and a phospholipase A2 activity ,5 units/mg. Hydro-
genated and deuterated 1,2-dipalmitoyl(D62)-sn-glycero-3-phosphoglycerol
(DPPG and dDPPG) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster,
AL). DPPG bilayers were used in this research because it is an important
lipid component for bacterial cell membrane but exists in negligible quantity
in most mammalian cell membranes. The negative charges on DPPG bilay-
ers would ensure strong interactions with melittin. Right-angle fused silica
prisms and CaF2 prisms were purchased from Altos (Trabuco Canyon, CA).
Both types of prisms were soaked in toluene overnight and then sonicated in
Contrex AP solution from Decon Labs (King of Prussia, PA) before the ﬁrst
usage. Before each deposition, fused silica prisms were soaked in heated
potassium dichromate/sulfuric acid solution for an hour. CaF2 prisms were
soaked in Contrex AP solution overnight and then rinsed with water before
soaking in methanol for an hour. Both types of prisms were rinsed thor-
oughly with an ample amount of deionized water and then cleaned inside
a glow charge plasma chamber for ;4 min immediately before bilayer
preparation. Substrates were tested using SFG, and no contamination was
detected.
We used the Langmuir-Blodgett and Langmuir-Schaefer (LB/LS) methods
to deposit the proximal and the distal leaﬂets, respectively (9,57,58). A
KSV2000 LB system and ultrapure water from a Millipore system (Millipore,
Bedford, MA) were used throughout the experiment for bilayer preparation.
Brieﬂy, a prism was attached to a sample holder via one right-angle face so
that the other right-angle face was perpendicularly immersed in the water
inside the Langmuir trough. An appropriate amount of lipid chloroform so-
lution was then gently spread onto the water surface, and the chloroform was
allowed to evaporate. The monolayer area was compressed by two barriers at
a rate of 5 mm/min until a surface pressure of 34 mN/m was reached. The
prism was lifted out of the subphase at a rate of 2 mm/min. Before depositing
the distal leaﬂet, a 1.8-mL reservoir was placed in a large trough slightly
deeper than it so that water could cover it as shown in Fig. S2 (Supple-
mentary Material). A monolayer of lipid at 34 mN/m surface pressure was
prepared, onto which the prism’s monolayer-coated right-angle face was
horizontally lowered. After the formation of the bilayer, the extra lipids at
the air-water interface were sucked away. Water in the large trough was
drained while keeping the bilayer immersed in water inside the small res-
ervoir so that a much smaller amount of peptide/protein could be sufﬁcient
for the experiment. The bilayer was immersed in water throughout the entire
experiment, and a small amount of water could be added to the reservoir to
compensate for evaporation when needed for long timescale experiments.
For melittin-bilayer interaction experiments, ;100 mL melittin solution
of appropriate concentration was injected into the reservoir to achieve the
desired concentration. A magnetic microstirrer was used to ensure a homo-
geneous concentration distribution of peptide molecules in the subphase
below the bilayer. All experiments were carried out at room temperature
(24C), at which a DPPG bilayer should be in the gel phase.
Details of the SFG setup in our lab have been described in previous
publications and will not be repeated here (53,54). Input laser beams were
incident onto one of the right-angle faces of a prism and then reﬂected by
the other right-angle face coated with the bilayer, as shown in Fig. S2. The
prism was arranged so that the total reﬂection for the 532-nm green beam
was just achieved. Under this condition, the infrared (IR) beam was not total
reﬂected.
RESULTS
Examination of molecular structures of supported
lipid bilayers on SiO2 and CaF2
A variety of substrates have previously been used as solid
supports for lipid bilayers, with mica and silica being the
most frequently used (57–59). To allow the study of amide I
(1600 cm1;1700 cm1) and C-D (2000 cm1;2250 cm1)
stretching modes, we explore the application of CaF2 as the
substrate material due to its broader IR transmission range.
Four types of supported lipid bilayers were prepared on
SiO2 and CaF2 substrates: dDPPG/DPPG (dDPPG as the
proximal leaﬂet and DPPG as the distal leaﬂet), DPPG/
dDPPG, dDPPG/dDPPG, and DPPG/DPPG. SFG spectra in
the C-H stretching range of these selectively deuterated
bilayers are displayed in Fig. 1. Spectra for isotopically
asymmetric bilayers on both substrates are dominated by
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CH3 symmetric stretching mode (;2875 cm
1) and Fermi
resonance (;2940 cm1). The broad peaks centered around
3180 cm1 and 3400 cm1 originate from the O-H stretching
modes of interfacial water molecules that were aligned by the
surface charges. The strong C-H signals from dDPPG/DPPG
bilayers and DPPG/dDPPG bilayers on both substrates indi-
cate that stable and ordered bilayers formed on both substrates.
Weak C-H signals from isotopically symmetric bilayers on
both substrates indicate that the proximal leaﬂet and distal
leaﬂet had very similar structures and signals generated from
them effectively cancelled each other. From the above obser-
vation, it can be concluded that DPPG bilayers in the gel
phase can be successfully prepared using the LB/LS method.
The different spectral features between corresponding spec-
tra in Fig. 1, A and B, can be attributed to the different O-H
signals and the different interference patterns they caused,
as SiO2 surfaces were more negatively charged than CaF2
surfaces under our experimental conditions and therefore
induced better ordering in interfacial water molecules (60).
With the use of the CaF2 prism, the C-D stretching range
can now be probed to obtain structural information of the
deuterated leaﬂet. Shown in Fig. 2 is the C-D stretching
spectrum of a dDPPG/DPPG bilayer on a CaF2 substrate.
The dominant peak at 2070 cm1 can be attributed to CD3
symmetric stretching mode. Without the strong interference
from O-H bands, the C-D spectra of dDPPG/DPPG and
DPPG/dDPPG are very similar, and therefore the C-D
spectrum for the later is not shown here. Strong SFG C-D
signals indicate an ordered dDPPG leaﬂet, further conﬁrming
the existence of an ordered bilayer. Traditionally, ﬂuorescence
microscopy and ﬂuorescence recovery after photobleaching
have been employed to verify the quality of supported bilay-
ers. They offer important information regarding the ﬂuidity,
domain structure, and integrity of a bilayer. However they
provide little insight regarding the molecular organization
within the bilayer. SFG is an ideal technique to provide such
complementary information.
Another advantage of choosing CaF2 as the substrate is its
relatively neutral surface around pH 7. The negative surface
charges of other conventional solid support materials such as
SiO2 and mica surfaces may cause artifacts in experiments,
as it has been reported that the substrate charge can affect
charged molecule distribution in model lipid bilayers (59,61).
Melittin is highly positively charged around pH 7, and thus
the electrostatic interactions between melittin and a nega-
tively charged substrate can be exceptionally strong, neces-
sitating the usage of a relatively neutral substrate such as
CaF2.
Investigation of melittin-bilayer interactions using
isotopically symmetric or asymmetric bilayers
Typically the C-D and C-H stretching signals from a
dDPPG/DPPG or DPPG/dDPPG bilayer remain stable over
more than 10 h (results not shown), allowing the study of
structural changes of each leaﬂet of a bilayer induced by
melittin adsorption within this time window. We have
employed two strategies in studying the bilayer structural
changes induced by melittin. For the ﬁrst strategy, an iso-
topically symmetric bilayer (e.g., DPPG/DPPG) is employed
and a symmetry breaking of the bilayer caused by melittin is
indicated by an increase in lipid acyl chain terminal methyl
symmetric stretching SFG signals. Such signals shed light
on how differently the two leaﬂets of a bilayer are perturbed
by melittin. The second strategy is to use an isotopically
asymmetric bilayer (e.g., dDPPG/DPPG), allowing us to
study how each individual leaﬂet interacts with melittin
FIGURE 1 SFG spectra from DPPG bilayers with selec-
tively deuterated leaﬂets constructed on fused silica (A)
and CaF2 (B) prism substrates. Neighboring spectra are
offset for clarity for all ﬁgures.
FIGURE 2 SFG spectra collected from a dDPPG/DPPG bilayer on CaF2
in the C-D stretching range and the spectral ﬁtting results. Square: exper-
imental data; solid line: overall ﬁtting results; dotted line: component peaks
used in ﬁtting. Spectral ﬁtting was performed using Eq. S4 in the Supple-
mentary Material. A nonresonant background of 2 was used in ﬁtting.
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using signals in C-H and C-D stretching ranges. A small
amount of phospholipase present in the melittin sample was
found to induce changes in gold-supported 1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) bilayers previ-
ously (46). However phospholipase’s effect was found to be
negligible in our experiment, as almost identical results were
observed from experiments using or without using EDTA
and from experiments using synthetic melittin (Axxora Life
Science, San Diego, CA).
According to the ﬁrst strategy, an isotopically symmetric
dDPPG/dDPPG bilayer was prepared. A dDPPG/dDPPG
bilayer instead of a DPPG/DPPG bilayer was used to avoid
possible SFG C-H stretching signal confusion from melittin.
Spectra of a dDPPG/dDPPG bilayer on CaF2 before and
after interacting with 0.78 mMmelittin solution are shown in
Fig. 3 A (C-D stretching range) and Fig. 3 B (C-H stretching
range). Before the injection of melittin, only weak SFG
signals were observed from the bilayer due to the signal can-
cellation as discussed above. After the injection of melittin,
SFG C-D stretching signals started to appear; the ﬁnal
spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 A. Comparing the spectrum in
the C-D stretching region after interacting with melittin to
that of a dDPPG/DPPG bilayer as shown in Fig. 2, we
observed very similar spectral features. This indicates that
melittin caused the distal leaﬂet dDPPG to generate weaker
signals that could no longer cancel the C-D signals from the
proximal leaﬂet. The signals in the C-H/O-H stretching
region also underwent remarkable changes as shown in Fig.
3 B. The O-H stretching peak centered around 3180 cm1
almost vanished completely due to charge neutralization by
melittin, whereas a new feature centered around 3290 cm1
is observed, which could be attributed to the amide A mode
of melittin or the N-H stretching mode of side chains such as
those in lysine and arginine (62). Relatively weak features
around 2870 cm1 could also be observed, which might
originate from the symmetric stretching mode of methyl
containing residues of melittin, such as leucine and alanine,
or the undeuterated glycerol and headgroup moieties in
dDPPG.
A similar study was carried out using a dDPPG/DPPG
bilayer according to the second strategy. Shown in Fig. 4 are
spectra of a dDPPG/DPPG bilayer on CaF2 before and after
interacting with 0.78 mM melittin solution. In the C-D
stretching range, there was a large signal intensity decrease
(;10-fold) for the 2070 cm1 peak from CD3 symmetric
stretching mode (Fig. 4 A). The spectral features remained
similar, with a slightly larger contribution from deuterated
methylene vibrational modes around 2100 cm1 (CD2 sym-
metric stretching) and 2200 cm1 (CD2 asymmetric stretch-
ing). This is in accordance with the previous observation that
disordering in acyl chain should lead to more gauche con-
formation (8,13,63).
The C-H/O-H stretching spectrum underwent more sub-
stantial changes (Fig. 4 B). The C-H signal intensity decreased
more than 300-fold, indicative of an extensive ordering or
orientational change of distal DPPG acyl chain terminal
methyl groups caused by melittin. As we learned in using the
dDPPG/dDPPG system above, melittin and dDPPG may
also contribute C-H signals and thus the ﬁnal weak C-H
stretching signals may be partially a result of interference. By
using a DPPG/dDPPG bilayer (instead of a dDPPG/DPPG
bilayer as discussed here), a thorough disturbance of the
distal leaﬂet was also observed (results not shown). Similar
to what was observed for the dDPPG/dDPPG experiment
shown above, the O-H signals also decreased, whereas N-H
signals (;3280 cm1) increased.
Assuming that a dDPPG/dDPPG bilayer and a dDPPG/
DPPG bilayer interact with melittin in the same manner, it is
puzzling to observe that the spectral intensity at 2070 cm1
after bilayer-melittin interactions was larger for the dDPPG/
dDPPG bilayer (intensity ;1350) than the dDPPG/DPPG
bilayer (intensity ;480). The proximal dDPPG leaﬂets from
both systems should be disturbed to the same extent by
melittin. The C-D symmetric stretching signal from the former
system could be partially cancelled by the distal dDPPG
leaﬂet, whereas the latter system’s distal DPPG leaﬂet would
not cancel out any C-D signals. Therefore the dDPPG/DPPG
bilayer should always give a stronger CD3 2070 cm
1 peak
than the dDPPG/dDPPG bilayer, contrary to what we ob-
served in Figs. 3 A and 4 A. This puzzling observation can
only be explained if we consider the transmembrane move-
ment, or ﬂip-ﬂop, of lipids (64). If there had been a complete
transmembrane mixing of lipids, the signal generating CD3
groups in the proximal leaﬂet should have half the number
density in a dDPPG/DPPG bilayer compared to that in a
dDPPG/dDPPG bilayer. This difference in number density
in turn should lead to a fourfold intensity difference. The
observed intensity difference is ;3-fold, suggesting either
FIGURE 3 Structural perturbation of a dDPPG/dDPPG
bilayer on CaF2 induced by melittin at a solution concen-
tration of 0.78 mM. (A) SFG spectra in the C-D stretch-
ing range before and after interacting with melittin; (B)
C-H/O-H stretching signals before and after interacting
with melittin.
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an incomplete transmembrane mixing or interference from
the C-D signals contributed by the signiﬁcantly perturbed
distal leaﬂet. A more quantitative analysis can be found in
the discussion and in the Supplementary Materials.
Concentration dependence of
melittin-bilayer interactions
In previous antibacterial assays, melittin was found to have a
minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) in the range of
0.2–16 mM for various bacteria (65–67). Solution concen-
trations encompassing this range were studied in our re-
search, and Fig. 5 shows the SFG spectra for dDPPG/DPPG
bilayers after they interacted with melittin solution at three
representative concentrations.
At 0.156 mM (top spectra in Fig. 5, A and B), signals from
both the distal and proximal leaﬂets were clearly discernible
and resembled that of the original unperturbed bilayer, though
the distal C-H signal diminished to a greater extent. Some
shoulder peaks also manifested themselves in the top spec-
trum in Fig. 5 B, indicating disordering in the bilayer. As
discussed in the previous section, the bilayer experienced
more extensive perturbation at 0.78 mM. However the prox-
imal leaﬂet retained much of its ordered structure, as signif-
icant signals in the C-D stretching range were observable
even after the signal weakening caused by ﬂip-ﬂop (the mid-
dle spectrum in Fig. 5 A).
At 6.25 mM (bottom spectra in Fig. 5), C-H signals from
the distal leaﬂet no longer resembled the original unper-
turbed bilayer spectral features. Due to spectral interference
between lipid C-H and melittin C-H stretching signals, which
was not negligibly weak at solution concentrations as low as
0.78 mM (as can be seen in Fig. 3), we will not attempt to
further analyze the C-H stretching region results—though it
is feasible to analyze them after careful spectral ﬁtting and
deconvolution. Unlike C-H spectra, C-D spectral features
always remained more or less discernible, indicating a less
extensive perturbation. ATR-FTIR results indicate that there
was signiﬁcant lipid displacement at this concentration
(results not shown). Therefore we believe that the melittin-
induced signal decrease for asymmetric bilayers can be due
to multiple reasons, including a loss of asymmetry caused by
transmembrane mixing of hydrogenated and deuterated
lipids and structural perturbation of the lipids (both orien-
tation and ordering), displacement of lipids by melittin, and
spectral interference for signals in the C-H stretching range.
More details regarding the exact causes of melittin-induced
bilayer signal decrease will be discussed further in the Dis-
cussion section.
Real-time monitoring of bilayer perturbation
induced by melittin
Time-dependent SFG studies have been applied to investi-
gate kinetics regarding surfaces and interfaces including
bilayers (12,68). In Fig. 6 the CD3 symmetric stretching peak
intensity from a dDPPG/dDPPG bilayer on a CaF2 prism is
monitored at 2070 cm1 as a function of time after injecting
melittin at time 0 s. Before the injection of melittin, the
symmetric dDPPG/dDPPG bilayer generated almost no CD3
symmetric stretching signals. At high solution concentra-
tions between 7.8 mM and 1.56 mM, the peak intensity
reached maximum immediately after the injection of melittin
and then decreased. The lower the concentration, the stronger
FIGURE 4 Structural perturbation of
a dDPPG/DPPG bilayer on CaF2 in-
duced by melittin at a solution concen-
tration of 0.78 mM. (A) SFG spectra in
the C-D stretching range before and
after interacting with melittin; (B) C-H/
O-H stretching signals before and after
interacting with melittin.
FIGURE 5 Structural perturbation of a dDPPG/DPPG
bilayer on CaF2 induced by three melittin solution concen-
trations in the (A) C-D stretching range and the (B) C-H/O-H
stretching range.
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the ﬁnal CD3 symmetric stretching signals. For melittin con-
centrations at 0.78 mM, the CD3 peak intensity underwent a
gradual increase after the initial increase/decrease pattern. For
concentrations even lower (e.g., 0.156 mM), the initial in-
tensity increase process took a much longer time to complete.
Experiments to follow such time-dependent spectral inten-
sity change were also performed for asymmetric bilayers;
representative results are shown in Fig. 7 for dDPPG/DPPG
bilayers interacting with melittin solutions of various con-
centrations. The CD3 and CH3 symmetric stretching modes
from the proximal and the distal leaﬂets were simultaneously
monitored at 2070 cm1 and 2875 cm1. It should be noted
that the 2875 cm1 peak intensity in Fig. 7 was normalized to
that of the 2070 cm1 peak, so that CD3 and CH3 symmetric
stretching modes have the same initial signal intensities
before melittin-induced signal changes. Such normalization
FIGURE 6 Signal intensity change at 2070 cm1 monitoring melittin interacting with dDPPG/dDPPG bilayers on CaF2. Melittin stock solution was injected
into the subphase at time 0 s. Four solution concentrations were used, and dramatically different patterns were observed.
FIGURE 7 Signal intensity change at 2070 cm1 and 2875 cm1 monitoring melittin interacting with dDPPG/DPPG bilayers on CaF2. Melittin stock solution
was injected into the subphase at 200 s. Four solution concentrations were used, and dramatically different patterns were observed.
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simpliﬁes not only the interpretation of Fig. 7 but also the
later quantitative analysis. Strong and stable signals from
both leaﬂets were observed before melittin injection at 200 s.
Similar to the trend observed in Fig. 6, in Fig. 7 the spectral
changes occurred very quickly and then signals became
stable at higher concentrations, whereas a much longer time
was required for the intensity to become stable for lower
melittin concentrations. Very weak ﬁnal signals from both
leaﬂets were observed after the peptide-lipid interactions
when 0.78 mM or higher melittin solution concentrations
were used. At a solution concentration of 0.156 mMor lower,
strong SFG signals from the proximal dDPPG leaﬂet could
still be observed after a prolonged period of time.
DISCUSSION
Concentration-dependent mode of action
AMPs are designed by nature for the host organisms to fend
off the invasion of exogenous pathogens as the ﬁrst immune
reaction before other slower responses such as adaptive
immune response take place. A sufﬁcient local concentration
is critical in determining whether the peptides can kill the
invading species. Though not an AMP by deﬁnition, melittin
has been shown to have a threshold surface concentration
beyond which the association state between melittin and
bilayers can undergo a fundamental change from the surface-
associated state to an inserted state (38,43). However many
previous studies were carried out with multilayers of lipids,
which may not reﬂect the true mode of interactions between
melittin and a single bilayer membrane.
Both the rate and the mode of melittin-bilayer interactions
are clearly concentration dependent (Figs. 5–7 and S3). At
high solution concentrations (.3 mM), both leaﬂets were
signiﬁcantly disrupted by melittin within minutes, as shown
in Fig. 6 (7.8 mM and 2.34 mM) and Fig. 7 (15.6 mM and 3.9
mM). In addition to bilayer structure perturbation and ﬂip-
ﬂop, ATR-FTIR results (Fig. S3) indicated that lipid dis-
placement from the substrate surface also contributed to the
signal decrease. At intermediate concentrations (between 0.5
mM and 3 mM), relatively weak signals were observed from
the dDPPG/DPPG system (Fig. 7 0.78 mM), but signiﬁcant
signals were observed from the dDPPG/dDPPG system
(Fig. 6 2.34 mM and 0.78 mM). As only negligible lipid dis-
placement was observed at these concentrations, such signal
changes resulted purely from bilayer structural perturbation
and ﬂip-ﬂop. The relatively strong signals observed from the
dDPPG/dDPPG system indicated that there was a large
structural asymmetry between the two leaﬂets. This led us to
conclude that whereas the distal leaﬂet was extensively per-
turbed, the proximal leaﬂet only suffered limited perturbation
at these concentrations. To further distinguish the contribution
of structural perturbation and ﬂip-ﬂop, a more quantitative
analysis based on Figs. 6 and 7 was carried out; the details
can be found in the Supplementary Material. According to
the analysis developed therein, it could be concluded that
signiﬁcant ﬂip-ﬂop occurred at the intermediate concentra-
tions, as the intensity of the 2070 cm1 peak of the dDPPG/
DPPG bilayer was weaker than that of the dDPPG/dDPPG
bilayer ;500;1000 s after the injection of melittin (com-
paring 0.78 mM kinetics curves in Figs. 6 and 7). At low so-
lution concentrations of melittin (,0.5 mM), interactions
between melittin and a DPPG bilayer proceeded slowly, re-
quiring hours before reaching an equilibrium. During this
process, the distal leaﬂet underwent more substantial struc-
tural perturbation compared to the proximal leaﬂet, but no
signiﬁcant lipid ﬂip-ﬂop occurred at these concentrations, as
the intensity of the 2070 cm1 peak of the dDPPG/DPPG
bilayer remained stronger than that of the dDPPG/dDPPG
bilayer. As it is unlikely to maintain the certain concentration
of peptides under physiological conditions without their
being digested or metabolized, longer timescale results are
not discussed here.
Equipped with the above details of melittin-bilayer inter-
actions at a broad concentration range, we can attempt to
clarify the mode of interactions between melittin and cell
membranes and to correlate it to previous biological assay
results. At low melittin solution concentrations (,0.5 mM),
only the distal leaﬂet is signiﬁcantly perturbed, correspond-
ing to the surface-associated state or the early stage of the
carpet model (4,44). Such a perturbation in the distal leaﬂet
alone is unlikely to cause fatal damage to a cell, when the
proximal leaﬂet retains its structural integrity. This phenom-
enon was previously observed with SFG for a small anti-
biotic oligomer (69). As only the distal leaﬂet is affected,
the hydrophobic interior of the bilayer is conserved and
therefore no signiﬁcant transmembrane ﬂip-ﬂop motion of
lipids is observed. For intermediate melittin concentrations
(between 0.5 mM and 3 mM), the distal leaﬂet is more
thoroughly perturbed; however the proximal leaﬂet remains
more or less undisrupted. Signiﬁcant transmembrane move-
ment of lipids is observed to occur within this concentration
range. The enhanced rate of lipid ﬂip-ﬂop is likely due to
toroidal pores formed by a fraction of the adsorbed melittin
molecules, as such pores are capable of facilitating the trans-
membrane movement of lipids via the hydrophilic pore
while still maintaining an undisrupted bilayer (64). In a
recent publication from our group studying the same system,
the orientation of interfacial melittin molecules when inter-
acting with a DPPG/DPPG bilayer was deduced based on the
melittin amide I signals at a solution concentration of 0.78
mM (70). It was found that about three-quarters of melittin
molecules orient parallel to the bilayer surface, whereas the
rest orient more or less perpendicularly inside a bilayer. This
agrees with the C-H/C-D stretching results presented above:
the parallel fraction causing the disruption of the distal leaﬂet
and the perpendicular fraction facilitating the transmembrane
ﬂip-ﬂop. For even higher concentrations (.3 mM), signif-
icant lipid displacement was observed, indicating that melittin
is functioning as a detergent solubilizing the lipids, corre-
sponding to the late stage of the carpet model (44).
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It is likely that for different types of cells, the critical con-
centration may correspond to different molecular events. For
cells whose membrane asymmetry is vital for their survival,
the critical concentration should be deﬁned with regard to
the onset of transmembrane mixing of the two leaﬂets. In
contrast, such a critical concentration may bear little bio-
logical meaning for cells whose survival only depends on the
integrity of the cytoplasmic leaﬂet. Instead it would be more
appropriate to deﬁne the MIC for such cells as the concentra-
tion beyond which lipid displacement occurs or at which
the proximal (cytoplasmic) leaﬂet suffers signiﬁcant disrup-
tion. It is encouraging to note that the critical concentration
ranges (signiﬁcant disruption for both leaﬂets at;3 mM and
signiﬁcant transmembrane mixing at ;0.5 mM) extracted
from our results are within the MIC ranges (0.2–16 mM)
obtained through various bacterium-based assays (65–67).
The small deviation is likely a combined result of the model
bilayer composition and phase. The DPPG (or dDPPG)
monolayer at 34 mN/m was used in preparing the bilayer so
that the dDPPG/DPPG bilayer could maintain the isotopic
asymmetry in the gel phase. Therefore care should be taken
in comparing results obtained from such model systems to
cell-based studies.
Sequence of events
Peptide/protein adsorption onto a lipid bilayer can be viewed
as proceeding via several consecutive steps: partitioning into
the vicinity of a bilayer, converting from its solution structure
to amembrane-associated structure, and insertion into and asso-
ciation within the bilayer (71,72). However, to experimentally
observe these processes taking place directly in real time is
challenging. Fluorescence from Trp19 of melittin has recently
been employed to study the insertion kinetics of melittin (40).
Here we show that SFG time-dependent C-H and C-D
stretching signals can provide complementary information
about the bilayer response during the interaction process.
Several interesting details regarding bilayer-melittin in-
teractions can be learned from our SFG results. Figs. 6 and 7
show that melittin can effectively disturb the distal leaﬂet
ﬁrst (corresponding to the extracellular side of a membrane
bilayer for cells), and during this period the proximal leaﬂet
(corresponding to the cytoplasmic side of a membrane bi-
layer for cells) can still remain more or less unperturbed.
Spectral intensity changes were also monitored for other
vibrational modes such as the water O-H stretching mode
around 3180 cm1 and melittin amide I mode around 1655
cm1 (results not shown here). The former is sensitive to the
surface electric ﬁeld, whereas the latter is sensitive to melittin
adsorption orientation and amount. It was observed that spec-
tral intensity from all these modes occurred almost concom-
itantly, with the O-H stretching signal decreased slightly
before the change in amide I and bilayer signals.
Taken together, our results show that melittin molecules
partition into the vicinity of the DPPG bilayer surface as the
ﬁrst step, as the O-H signal decreased ﬁrst. This is probably
driven by the electrostatic attractions between melittin and
negatively charged DPPG. Adsorption of melittin onto the
bilayer occurs simultaneously as melittin starts to interact
with the distal leaﬂet that melittin molecules directly contact,
as the amide I and bilayer signals changed simultaneously.
After that, the proximal leaﬂet also starts to interact with
melittin molecules, either by direct perturbation of melittin
or by forming a certain type of complex such as pores or
aggregates. The rates at which these steps take place are
modulated by the surface concentration of melittin, which is
in turn determined by the solution concentration of melittin.
Similar sequences of events have previously been observed
based on ﬂuorescence and circular dichroism results, though
all these steps were observed to take place within a few
seconds after mixing melittin solution with vesicle solution
(40). This discrepancy—partially due to the much higher
concentration of melittin and the different experimental
setup—may also be due to a hysteretic or delayed response
of bilayer—as signals from bilayers instead of melittin were
monitored here—demonstrating the importance of interro-
gating a system with different techniques.
In conclusion, SFG has the potential to provide novel in-
formation in the investigation of peptide/protein-membrane
bilayer interactions. Such information includes the real-time
structural perturbation experienced by both leaﬂets of a
single lipid bilayer, adsorption kinetics, and orientation of a
peptide/protein, water alignment, and surface charge state,
etc. Taken together, such results can shed light on the mo-
lecular mode of interactions between cell membranes and
other biomolecules. Here we have shown that the mode of
interaction between melittin and a DPPG bilayer is highly
dependent on the melittin solution concentration. The well-
deﬁned supported bilayer system makes it easy to correlate
such ﬁndings to the results obtained using other biophysical
techniques or from computer simulations (73).
In addition to the interactions between bilayers and AMPs,
SFG can be applied to investigate many other intriguing
biological events involving the interplay of peptides/proteins
and a membrane bilayer. For example, SFG can also be
employed to study the protein-induced membrane deforma-
tion (74), viral fusion proteins’ mode of action and mem-
brane fusion/ﬁssion mechanism in general (75–77), and
membrane bilayer-cytoskeleton protein interactions (78), etc.
With the development of polymer-cushioned supported bi-
layer or use of freestanding lipid bilayers, the substrate’s
inﬂuence can be greatly reduced (79). We believe that the
sensitivity of SFG will make the supported bilayer system
into a more informative model for cell membranes.
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